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Introduction:
This report describes the worked performed under contract NAS5-(32584) during
the time period covered by Phase 3 of the CGRO Cuest Investigator Program
under NRA-92-OSSA-17 from 1 November 1993 through 1 November 1994. We have
made spectral observations of the hard X-ray and gamma-ray hremsstrshlung
emissions from solar flares using BATSE on CCRO. These measurements of their
spectrum and time profile provided valuable information on the fundamental
flare processes of energy release, particle acceleration, and energy
transport. Our scientific objective was to study both the thermal and
non-thermal sources of solar flare hard x-ray and gamma-ray emission.
Thesescientific objectives were met through two mutually supporting tasks:
1. Create and refine tools for spectroscopic and time series analysis for all
BATSE solar investigators official and unofficial and to provide easy access
into an on-line database of BATSE flare events.
2. Participate in the effort to inter-calibrate the BATSE detectors with the
current generation of spaceborne hard x-ray and gamma-ray instrumentation in
order to maximize the yield of the spectroscopic analysis.
Work Performed:
Work was performed in several different areas in support of the contract:
Refined 1])L procedures for the data reduction of BATSE data types in
both FITS and BATSE native format. These procedures have been integrated into
an overall analysis package which has been made available to the BATSE solar
guest investigator community. The package, called SPEX, is now used worldwide
via the Internet and supports the display of time histories and energy spectra
as well as the complete analysis of data from instrumental units to physical
quantities at the emission site. Much work has been done to refine the SPEX
package including extensive development of a Eraphical-user-interface to
the program. Currently there are 6-10 users of this analysis code. The user
interface is shown in Figure 1.
Continuing the collaborative analysis of the 30 June 1991 solar flare with fellow
BATSE guest investigator, Dr. Nicole Vilmer, of the Paris Observatory at Meudon.
The ItATSE data _rom the LADs and the SPECs have been converted to photon spectra
for comparison with gamma-ray observations obtained with the Phebus spectrometer
on the CRANAT spacecraft. We also compared the gamma-ray spectrum obtained
with BATSE with the time-resolved spectra _rom ECRET on CCRO.
Collaborated with Markus Aschwanden to analyze hard X-ray time structures using
the complete set of 64 msec BAT_ data. We have found that there is a 16 msec
delay of the lowest energy channel (25-50 keY) when compared to the 50-100 keV
channel. In a paper in review by Ap. J., (Aschwanden, Schwartz, and Alt) these
lip
I'
delays are interpreted as some of the first evidence of electron time-of-flight
in flaring loops. See attached paper.
Have analyzed the response matrix generating algorithms for the BATSE SPEC
detectors and found a significant difficulty below 40 keY. I have developed
algorithms to correct this problem and am implementing it within my software.
These corrections will be shared with the entire BATSE team.
Summary
We have developed analysis techniques for the reduction of the BATSE hard X-ray
data from both the LADs and the SPECs resulting in the physical analysls of
many solar flares. Several more works are in progress as the analysis tools
are being refined and made available to more of the international solar physics
community.
Figure 1.
Graphlcal-User-Interface to SPEX analysis code. Top row of buttons in the lower
right hand panel are pull down menus giving
the user complete control over time-resolved X-ray analysis.
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ABSTRACT
In the widely accepted thick-target model for hard X-ray (HXR) emission
in solar flares, electron acceleration is assumed to occur near the tops of flare
loops (in coronal heights), while HXR bremsstrahlung emission is produced
in the chromosphere. Under this assumption, the velocity spectrum of the
accelerated electrons causes time-of-flight differences that are expected to
produce a small time delay for HXR emission at low energies. Here we report
on the first observational evidence of such a delay. The electron time-of-flight
differences between electrons that produce 25-50 keV and 50-100 keV HXR
emission is found to have a distribution with a mean of 19.4 4- 1.3 ms and a
standard deviation of a,. = 37 ms. This result is based on the statistics of
5430 HXR pulses detected during 640 solar flares, recorded in the DISCSC
burst trigger mode with a time resolution of 64 ms by the Burst and Transient
Source Experiment (BATSE) onboard the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory
(CGRO). From the tlme-of-flight differences we infer a height distribution of
H 4- o'H = 8400 4- 16,000 km for flare loops with acceleration sites at loop tops.
For the electron density in flare loops we find an upper limit of n, < 8 • 1012
cm -3. The relatively small time-of-flight differences correspond typically to
only _ :3% of the HXR pulse duration, and therefore, no rapid variation in the
spectral slope of the observed HXR spectrum is expected.
Subject headings: Sun: Corona- Sun: Flares- Sun:X-ray radiation-
Particle acceleration
-'-x
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time-of-flight measurements are used in laboratory experiments of particle physicists to
determine the kinetic energy of particles, or in combination with momentum measurements
with magnetic fields, to determine the unknown mass of an unidentified particle. In
laboratories, it is straightforward to measure distances and time differences, from which the
velocity can be derived. For energetic electrons in solar flares, however, the location of the
accelerator is not known, while the timing and velocity of accelerated electrons can possibly
be inferred from their hard X-ray (HXR) emission. In this study we attempt exactly this
kinematic experiment, to determine the distance between the accelerator and the colllsional
target by measuring time-of-flight differences between different particle energies.
Energy-dependent delays in solar flare HXR emission have been reported and predicted
in several studies, with various interpretations depending on the time scale and sign of the
delay. For the case where the high-energy HXR emission lags the low-energy emission, two
basic models have been proposed: the trap-plus-precipitation model (Melrose _: Brown
1976: Vilmer, Kane & Trottet 1952). and the second-step acceleration model (Bai
Ramaty 1979). In the trap model, the lag of the high-energy emission occurs because
the collisional time scale increases with the particle energy. This delays the escape from
the trap and subsequent precipitation, and thus, the resulting thick-target HXR emission.
In the second-step acceleration model, a second-stage process is invoked to accelerate
suprathermal electrons to higher energies. Because both of these models cannot explain an
energy delay with opposite sign, they are not relevant for the interpretation of the delay at
low energies observed here.
For the case where the low-energy HXR emission lags the high-energy emission, an
interpretation in terms of time-of-flight differences is an obvious candidate for examination.
However, because >_ 25 keV HXR emission is caused by mildly relativistic electrons, the
expected time-of-flight differences are small, (a few tens of milliseconds), and is close to the
time-resolution and sensitivity limit of current HXR detectors. It is therefore not surprising
that no positive detection of this effect has been reported up to now. In a recent study of 10
intense flares observed with HXRBS/SMM, a systematic delay of HXR pulses at low energies
has been identified in 3 flares, using tt';e coincidence with radio bursts and an epoch-folding
technique to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (Aschwanden et ah 199,5). However, only
the advent of high-sensitivity data from BATSE/CGRO made a breakthrough possible in
the analysis of subsecond time structures. In a preliminary analysis of a structure-rich
flare observed by BATSE with 64 ms time resolution, a time delay of 23 ms was reported
for the HXR flux in the low-energy channel, but this small effect was not considered to
be significant (Machado et al. 1993b). It was concluded that time-of-flight effects are
not present in solar HXK data, or the flare loops are too small to allow time-of-flight
measurements. Clearly, a thorough effort with large statistics is needed to investigate
this effect. Thus we decided to analyze the largest available high-time resolution dataset
from BATSE/CGRO, and to develop an automated structure recognition algorithm that
is able to measure energy-dependent time delays by discriminating and correlating fast
time structures. We explored also systematic effects in delay measurement techniques and
developed a method to estimate systematic errors introduced from background-subtraction
methods.
The data analysis and numerical tests on systematic errors are described in §2. We
present the statistics on the detected time structures and the results of the energy-delay
measurements in §3. Systematic errors and the interpretation of the time delays in terms
of time-of-flight differences are discussed in §4. An observational summary and conclusions
are given in §6.
2. DATA ANALYSIS
2.1. Observations
We analyze solar flare data observed with the Burst and Transient Source Experiment
(BATSE) onboard the spacecraft Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO). BATSE
consists of 8 Large Area Detectors (LADs), placed at the 8 corners of the spacecraft, each
with a sensitive area of 2025 cm 2. The LAD detectors are made of NaI scintillation crystals,
shielded with plastic scintillation detectors in anticoincidence to reduce the background due
to charged particles. Instrumental descriptions of the detectors can be found in Fishman et
al. (1989; 1992).
BATSE observed a total of 4360 solar flares during the first 3 years in orbit, from 1991
April 21 to 1994 April 22. These flares were recorded with a time resolution of 1.024 s in 4
energy channels, i.e. 25-50 keV, 50-100 keV, 100-300 keV, and > 300 keV, in the so-called
"background data mode" (DISCLA data type). A higher time resolution of BATSE data
is available in the burst trigger mode. About 15% (659 events) of these solar flares were
sufficiently intense to activate the "burst trigger mode". A burst trigger on BATSE requires
a significant increase (on a threshold nominally set at 5.5 o') on one of the three time
scales: 64 ms, 256 ms, and 1024 ms. The discriminator rates in channels 2 and 3 (_60-325
keV) are used, and at least two detectors must exceed the threshold for a burst trigger to
occur. For this study we used burst trigger data recorded from the Discriminator Science
5Data (DISCSC) mode, with a time resolution of 64 ms, in the same _, energy channels as
the DISCLA count rates, summed over the triggered (2-4) LADs. There are also BATSE
data with a higher resolution of 16 ms (MER datatype), but the duration of the 16 ms
readout is much shorter per flare (_ 32 s), making it to a far less complete sample than the
DISCSC dataset. Also, since the mean duration of the analyzed HXR pulses (_ 650 ms) is
much longer than the used time resolution (of 64 ms), a higher time resolution (of 16 ms
for MER) would not improve the results. The relative time synchronization of the channel
readouts is better than a few microseconds (Fishman, private communication), which is
important for energy-dependent time delay measurements.
From the 6.59 DISCSC events (from 1991-1994), identified as solar flares at the Solar
Data Analysis Center (SDAC) at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), we analyze
a total of 640 events (97%), the remaining 3% are not included in our analysis because of
data access problems or corrupted data. There should be no selection effect present in the
data, except for the fact that the burst trigger favors the larger (and more intense) flares.
2.2. Detection of time structures
Since the scientific objective of this study is the relative timing of HXR emission at
different energies, we have first to define suitable time structures. We concentrate only on
the lowest two energy channels of BATSE, i.e. 25-50 keV and 50-100 keV, because the
count rate at higher energies is always lower and has a poorer signal-to-noise ratio. The
timing of a pulse is most accurately defined for short pulses on one hand (considering the
variable pulse shapes), but the signal-to-noise ratio improves with the width (w) of the pulse
according to _ on the other hand. Thus, there is some optimal range of time scales where
the timing of a pulse can be measured with reasonable accuracy. For this study we have
chosen a time scale range of 0.3 - 3.0 s on empirical grounds: Pulses with shorter duration
( < 0.3 s) and sufficient significance (> 5a) are rare in DISCSC solar flare data, while pulses
with a longer duration ( > 3 s) often consist of substructures or have an asymmetric pulse
shape that introduces an uncertainty in the measurement of the absolute timing. The
selected time scale range covers a full decade. We found it not advisable to cover a larger
range, because the definition of a time structure becomes problematic when substructures
are resolved on finer scales. This is a fundamental problem in the characterization of time
structures in solar flares, which apparently contain a hierarchy of time scales from hours
down to milliseconds.
Since there is no unique definition of time structures, we develop a criterion that can
be objectively applied by a simple numeric algorithm without any a priori assumptions
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on the pulse shape. The easiestrecognizablefeature of a time structure in HXR data is
a flux enhancement,characterizedby a local maximum (peak) and two adjacent minima
(valleys) of the total flux. This simplemathematical definition exploits information on time
structures from the "modulated flux" only, while no information can be retrieved from
the "unmodulated" (background) flux without a priori knowledgeon the convolvedtime
structures.
The detailed procedureof structure detection is accomplishedas follows. For definition
of the parameters seealso Fig. 1. First we apply a low-pass filter with a cutoff of 1.5 Hz to
the count rate C(t) (with a time resolution of At = 64 ms), which eliminates high-frequency
components with a wavelength of _< 0.66 s, or pulse structures with a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of < 0.33 s. From the filtered time profile we identify the local flux
maximum Cp = C(tp) at the peak time tp of a structure, and define its start (q) and
end time (t2) by the times of the adjacent local flux minima. We limit the maximum
width w of a time structure to 5 3 s on either side. For each structure peaking at time
tp we evaluate a local background B(t) by linearly interpolating the adjacent flux valleys
[B_ = B(q), B_ = B(t_)] on either side. Each structure is then characterized by the flux
enhancement F(t) = C(t) - B(t) above the background B(0. We characterize the width w
of the structure by the equivalent width of a rectangular pulse with the same total counts
integrated above the linearly interpolated background B(t), i.e.
', c(t,) - s(t,) ', F(t,)
to = ,at _ c(ts) - B(tp) = m F_, F(tp) ' (1)
tt----ll ti_fl
The values at the peak time t_, are shortly denoted with the index P, i.e.
Fp = F(t = tp), Cp = C(t = re), and Be = B(t = re).
We perform a significance test for each structure by requiring an excess of a threshold
of N,, > 5(z, using Poisson statistics to estimate the significance level, i.e.
N, = (Cp - Bp) to Fs to
to = _. (2)
This structure detection and 5or-significance test isapplied to each structure in the lower
&anne!: Since _'e are !nter_e_sted in cr0_ss-'correlation with str_uctures in the second energy
channel, we search for significant structures-in identical time windows in the second channel,
and accept only those structures for further analysis that pass also a 5o'-significance test in
the second channel.
2.3. = Timedeiay measurement
After having identified the time intervals (h, t2) for each significant HXR pulse in each
flare, we determine the relative time delay between the two energy channels (El, E_) simply
by cross-correlation of the background-subtracted count rates F(t, El) x F(t, E2) within the
time interval t_ < t < t2 for each pulse. The cross-correlation coefficient CCC(r) is then
smoothed with a triangular weighting function extending over 5 time bins (with the relative
weights 1:2:3:2:1 at ti-_,ti-l,ti, ti+l,ti+2) to filter out data noise (occurring in the case of
short or weak pulses with a relatively small number of .counts). The energy-dependent delay
r of the HXR pulses is then measured from the time of the maximum in the cross-correlation
coefficient function, i.e. CCC_,°,, = CCC(r), using a second-order interpolation trough the
3 nearest points at the maximum, to overcome the quantization of the finite time resolution
At. An example of the structure detection and cross-correlation procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the analysis of the first 6 HXR pulses of the flare 1991 June 15 is shown.
There are two conceivable sources of systematic errors in this technique of time delay
measurement: (1) the smoothing of the cross-correlation coefficient, and (2) the influence
of the linear background. First, the smoothing of the cross-correlation coefficient has no
effect on delay measurements for symmetric pulses, Or for pulses with widths larger than
the triangular weighting function. Since the triangular weighting function (extending over
5 bins) has a FWHM of 3 bins, which is 3At = 1§2 ms, it should not introduce' any bias for
all pulses analyzed here, which have a minimum duration_of W _= 0:3 s according to the time
scale restriction. Second, the subtraction of a linear background from a pulse can introduce
a substantial shift in the peak time of a pulse, and thus in the relative delay measurement,
depending on the steepness of the slope. In the statistical average, we expect that these
effect should cancel out, provided that there is a comparable number of cases with positive
and negative background slopes. Because we do not have information on the true pulse
shape, and thus on the proper background flux, we perform both methods in order to
investigate systematic errors introduced by the background subtraction.
2.4. Numerical tests and systematic errors
An obvious test to examine the correctness and accuracy of our numeric code is to
generate templates of flare-like t{me profiles with predefined time delays between pu]ses at
25 keV and 50 keV, and to compare them with the values found from our numeric code,
which performs structure detection and delay measurements in an automated way.
In a preliminary test we generated templates for time profiles by randomly weighted
linear combinations of three selected flares, where variable time delays were built in,
randomly drawn from a predefined normal distribution. We ran over 1000 random
-$-
representationsand obtained statistics on some30,000pulses. The numeric codewasable
to reproducethe distribution of time delayscloseto the parent distribution, but wenoticed
somesignificant deviations of their means. In order to isolate this effect wedegenerated
the delay distribution to a delta-function, i.e. with a mean and a width of zero. For this
simulation we found a significant delayof r = 14.3 4- 0.3 ms for the mean of the distribution
in the case of no background subtraction, and a value of r = 8.9 i/- 0.1 ms in the case of
background subtraction. This indicates some systematic error in the delay measurement,
which does not cancel out even in the case of large statistics. Because it is not clear,
whether this systematic error was specifically related to the 3 chosen test flares, we decided
to employ a larger, more representative flare data set for further testing.
Test 1 (noise-free): We established a representative test dataset of 181 flares
by selecting those flares (of the entire data set of 640 flares) that exhibited at least 10
significant HXR pulses ( with > 5a in both energy channels). This subset covers only 28%
of the flares,=_ut:con{ains_a]_oUt 50_of- all an a]yzed_X_pulses_ In a_rst test we wanted
to study systematic errors introduced by the HXR pulse shape and background subtraction
methodl We mirn]cl_e-d-H-XR-s-tructures-With no time delay, with identical pulse shape, and
identical noise characteristics by substituting the flux values of the second energy channel
with the flux values of the first channel, scaled to the same flux ratio as the original two
channels. Naively, a mean delay of zero is expected for this setup. The resulting time
delay distributions are shown in Fig. 3 (left hand side). The mean delay is r = 16.2 4- 0.8
ms in the case of the unprocessed raw data, while it improves to r = 5.6 4- 0.1 ms in the
case of background subtraction. Obviously, the method of background subtraction, which
relies on the linearly interpolated flux between the adjacent valleys of a pulse, reduces
systematic errors in the time delay measurement quite a bit, but not completely. Note also,
that the width of the time delay distribution is significantly reduced with the background
subtraction method, i.e. from o', = 43.4 ms to o', = 7.2 ms. In this test setup, the only
difference between the two energy channels is a scaling factor, which enters also the ratio
of the slopes of the pulse background. Thus, all systematic errors in this test result from
asymmetric pulse shapes (in the case of unprocessed raw data) and from the slope of the
estimated background (in the case of background subtraction). The fact that we find a
significant deviation of the mean delay in this case implies that the asymmetry of the pulse
shapes and background slopes do not cancel out with large statistics, but are a fundamental
property of the sample of analyzed solar HXR pulses. A systematic error with a positive
sign in the offset of the time delay could be produced either if more HXR pulses occur
during the risetime of a flare (when the Slope of the background is positive) or if the HXR
pulses during the risetime are larger (in flux and/or width) than during the decay time of
a flare. Note, that this systematic error in the time delay (of 7 ms) is still relatively small
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comparedwith the instrumental resolution (64 ms) or comparedwith the median duration
of the analyzedHXR pulses(_ 650 ms).
Test 2 (with noise): A more realistic variant of Test 1 is to add Poissonnoiseto the
secondenergy channel that is independentof the first channel. Thus, weusedthe sametest
data as in Test 1, and substituted the count rate of the second energy channel by the count
rate of the first one, after we scaled it to the proper flux ratio and added random noise
with Poisson statistics to the smoothed count rate. Again we ran our automated numeric
code to detect significant structures and measured their energy-dependent time delays. The
results are shown in Fig. 3 (right hand side). The most prominent difference with regard
to Test 1 is the broadening of the delay distribution, i.e. from _r_. = 43.4 ms to 63.2 ms
in the cue of the unprocessed raw data (Fig. 3 top). or from o', = 7.2 ms to 40.0 ms in
the case of the background-subtracted data. This reflects a larger uncertainty in the time
delay measurement of an individual pulse due to increased data noise. However, because
random noise in the data should cancel out and should not introduce systematic errors, we
expect the same means of the two distributions in test 1 and 2. Indeed does the systematic
error remain comparable in both cases, in the order of 16-20 ms for the raw data, and 6-9
ms in the case of background-subtracted data. We will use these values for correcting the
effectively measured time delays in the real flare data.
3. RESULTS
The almost complete DISCSC database with 640 flares analyzed here provides a large
representative sample of HXR time structures in the range of 0.3-3.0 s, uniformly recorded
with a high time resolution of 64 ms. Based on our structure detection algorithm we
found significant (> 5_ in both channels) structures in 73% (464 events) of the flares. The
automated structure search yielded a total of 5430 HXR time structures, which are called
HXR pulses in the following.
First we describe the statistical characteristics of these HXR pulses, especially the
distributions of their durations, amplitudes, and rate per flare (§3.1). The results of the
energy-dependent time delay measurements are presented in §3.2.
3.1. Statistics of HXR time structures
3. I. 1. Pulse widths
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The width w or duration of the analyzed HXR pulses, measured by the equivalent
width as defined in Eq.1, is shown in Fig. 4. The distribution of the widths can roughly be
characterized by an exponential distribution N(w) o¢ ezp(-w/wc) in the considered range
of 0.3 > w > 3.0, with an almost identical e-folding time scale for both energy channels,
i.e. w, = 0.41 s for the energy range of 25-50 keV, and wc = 0.44 s for 50-100 keV. A
characteristic value of the pulse width is the median, i.e. w,_e_ = 650 ms. A scatterplot of
the widths w25 versus wso is shown in Fig. 4 (right hand side). The width of the HXR pulses
are almost identical in the two energy channels, in the statistical average. A linear relation
with slope of unity (Fig. 4, dashed line) and two linear regression fits with exchanged
ordinates and abscissae (Fig. 4, solid lines) are shown. The difference in the slopes between
the two linear regression fits indicates that there is no significant deviation from unity slope.
3.1._. Pulse amplitudes
The total HXR count rate at the peak of a pulse, Cp, can be decomposed into a
background flux Bp (linearly interpolated between the start and end of the pulse) and a
flux enhancement Fp = Cp - Bp. The distributions of the total count rate N(Cp) and the
pulse count rate N(Fp) are shown in Fig.5 left for both energy ranges. The 50-100 keV
count rates can be characterized by a power-law distribution with a slope of _ -1.8 over
almost the entire observed range. For the lower energy range of 25-50 keV, the distributions
show larger deviations from a power-law and have differing slopes.
The pulse fluxes at the two energies are strongly correlated, their relation can be
described by the function Fs0 c¢ Fgg 21 (Fig. 5, right hand side). The scatterplot shows a
sharp truncation at Fso _ 250 cts s -1, which is caused by the 5a-significance criterion. The
scatterplot shows that the high energy flux Fs0 of a pulse is generally smaller than the low
energy flux F2s, implying that the spectral slope is generally steeper at the peak than at the
valley of a pulse. This spectral steepening during a HXR pulse is most pronounced for weak
pulses (F _< 104 cts s-l), and is almost nonexistent for stronger pulses (at F _ l0 scts s-l).
Because we have no reliable information on the correct background of a pulse, this variation
in the slope between peaks and valleys does not necessarily imply a spectral variation over
the course of a HXR pulse. It is also interesting to note that this slope variation is negligible
for large HXR pulses, where the relative contribution from background subtraction errors is
expected to be smallest.
The width and amplitude of the pulses do not show a strong correlation. At low
energies (25-50 keV) there is a weak trend that pulses with a larger amplitude have a larger
width, but at higher energies (50-100 keV) no trend is discernible between pulse width and
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amplitude.
3.1.3. Pube rate per flare
The number of detected HXR structures per flare should be considered as a lower
limit because the detection criterion is restricted by the required minimum significance (of
5a) in both energy channels. Given this restriction, we detected significant HXR pulses
in 73% of the flares recorded with a burst trigger. The distribution of the number :V,, of
HXR pulses per flare is shown in Fig. 6, reaching up to a maximum of 80 HXR pulses per
flare. The distribution can roughly be characterized by an exponential distribution, i.e.
.v(.\9)
3.2. Energy-dependent time delays
The primary goal of our analysis is to quantify the relative timing of HXR pulses
between the two energy ranges of 23-30 keV and 50-100 keV, i.e. to determine the
distribution of time delays r = t(25keV) - t(5OkeV). The distribution of time delays
as measured with the technique described above is shown in Fig. 7, for the unprocessed
raw data (Fig. 7 top) and using the described background subtraction method (Fig. 7
bottom). The distribution of time delays measured from the unprocessed raw data can be
characterized with a gaussian, with a mean (4- uncertainty) of r = 30.4 4- 1.6 ms and a
standard deviation of o', = 84.8 ms. The mean time delay is positive, which means that the
pulses at the higher energy preceed the pulses at the lower energy for most of the cases. If
we restrict our analysis to HXR. pulses with a higher significance (of ,Vo > 10), in order to
reduce the effect of data noise in the time delay measurement, the results do not change
much, the mean delay is r = 37.5 4- 2.0 ms, and the standard deviation is a, = 77.6 ms
(hatched distribution in Fig. 7 top).
3.2.1. Background subtraction and correction of systematic errors
A subtle issue of the pulse definition is the background subtraction. Since we have
no justified model on the pulse shape we pursued both options of cross-correlation, with
and without background subtraction. If we subtract an estimated background (linearly
interpolated from the flux values at the adjacent valleys on either side of a pulse), the
mean time delay reduces by about 10 ms, which corresponds to 30% of the measured delay
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time. The distribution of time delays is still gaussian-like(Fig. 7, bottom), with a meanof
r = 21.85:1.5 ms for HXR pulseswith a significanceof N_ > 5, and r = 26.4 + 1.5 ms
for N > 10, respectively. The reduction of the mean time delay by _ 10 ms using the
background subtraction method is also consistent with zero-delay test simulations shown
in Fig. 3. Therefore, it represents a systematic bias that is inherent to asymmetries in the
pulse shapes and background slopes of the analyzed sample.
We correct for this systematic error in the time delay measurement (to first order) by
subtracting the bias values found in the test measurements with zero-delay simulations.
The relevant values and corrections are listed in Table 1 (for the HXR pulses with > 10or
significance). The correction, which differs by _ 10 ms whether the background subtraction
is applied or not, leads for both correction methods to almost identical results, i.e. 19.7 ms
and 19.0 ms for the two methods. This redundancy in the correction methods gives us some
confidence that the systematic errors are corrected self-consistently, regardless what type of
background subtraction method is applied.
3.2.2. Systematic dependence on pulse parameters
We investigate whether the:energy-dependent time delay (r) has a systematic
dependence on other pulse parameters, such as on the significance of a pulse (N,,), on the
pulse width (w), or on the pulse amplitude (F). Scatterplots of the measured time delay as
function of these other pulse parameters are shown for the 25 keV pulses in Fig. 8, using the
background-subtracted data. In order to find a trend, we perform linear regression fits of
the time delay as function of the other parameters (on logarithmic scale). There is almost
no dependence of the time delay on the total flux (C) at the peak of a pulse (Fig. 8 bottom
right), which largely consists of (apparently) unrelated background flux. The slope of the
linear regression fits with other parameters indicates a weak trend that the measured delay
increases with the size of a pulse, quantified either in terms of significance, pulse width, or
pulse flux. This trend amounts to an increase of 22, 12, or 14 ms in the measured delay, if
the significance, the pulse width, or the pulse flux increases by a factor of 10 (in the case of
25 keV pulses). The corresponding values are similar for the 50 keV pulses, i.e. 13, 20, and
6 ms. Despite these weak linear trends, the main result of a positive energy delay remains
robust over the entire investigated parameter ranges. We do not correct for these second
order effects, since a first-order correction was already applied from the test simulations of
systematic errors described above.
The energy delay 7" varies also from flare to flare. The mean value r, the uncertainty of
the mean m, _ cr,/v/Sr-p, and the standard deviation or, of the delay is shown in Fig. 9 for
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flares (1$1 events) that exhibit more than 10HXR pulses,using the background-subtracted
data. Note that 70%of the flaresshow a significant positive delay (r - m_ > 0), while only
2% show a significant negative delay (r + m_ < 0).
4. DISCUSSION
This work represents the first systematic study on temporal structures of HXR data
of solar flare data with high-time resolution (of 64 ms), with unprecedented instrumental
sensitivity (provided by BATSE/CGRO),and large statistics (using all burst trigger data
available during three years around the maximum of a solar activity cycle). This unique
dataset allows us to study the distribution of time scales (§4.1) and energy-dependent
time delays (§4.2). Interpreting the energy-dependent time delays in terms of electron
time-of-flight effects (§4.3), we can directly relate the inferred path differences to coronal
altitudes of particle acceleration sources (§4.4), employing the thick-target model (§4.5).
4.1. Time scales of HXR time structures
The finding of a continuous distribution of time scales in the investigated range of
0.3-3.0 s rules out the existence of preferred time scales (within this range). The explored
range covers only one order of magnitude, and thus, a hierarchy of time scales over larger
ranges is not excluded. Elementary time scales of HXR time structures on scales of _ 5 s
were constituted by DeJager & DeJonge (1978), while a second "fundamental time scale"
on the order of _ 0.5 s was proclaimed by Machado et al. (1993a; 1993b), based on the
most frequent structures seen in some flares recorded by BATSE/CGRO. Although we
did not explore a sufficiently large time range that extends beyond these two so-called
"elementary time scales", we do not see an indication of a preferred time scale or a bimodal
distribution in the range of 0.3-3.0 s. The peak at _ 0.4 - 0.5 s in the time scale distribution
(shown in Fig. 4) is consistent with the rollover caused by the artificial FFT cutoff and the
5a-significance criterion in our detection procedure. The continuous distribution of time
scales with an exponential behavior (in the range of 0.3-3.0 s) is consistent with a random
process governed by Poisson statistics.
A more important implication of our statistics of HXR time scales is the fact that the
average duration of a HXR pulse was found to be identical at different energies, say at
25 keV and at 50 keV. Because the collisional energy loss time varies with kinetic energy
as _z/2, the equality of time scales at different energies cannot be explained either by
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collision or by trapping effects. Consequently,the underlying time scaleseemsrather to
be the duration of a basic accelerationor electron injection pulse. In recent studies, the
duration of HXR pulseswas found to correlatewith the duration of coincident radio type
III bursts on time scalesof 0.2-1.0s, implying that both the radio and HXR signaturesare
controlled by commonelectronacceleration/injection pulses(Aschwanden,Benz& Schwartz
1993;Aschwandenet al. 1995). From thesetwo arguments, i.e. the energy-invariant time
scaleand the correlated duration of HXR pulsesand type III bursts, we conclude that
the subsecondHXR pulsesare of nonthermal origin associatedwith the accelerationand
injection of electron beams. Although thermal HXR signaturesoften occur concomitantly
with nonthermal emission in the >_25 keV energy range, the thermal component is more
likely to be part of the smooth HXR continuum, which has been filtered out in the
background-subtractedanalysisof subsecondHXR pulseshere.
4.2. Systematic errors in time delay measurements
The principal goal of this study is the measurement of time delays between HXR time
structures at different energies. This task can be done with different techniques, and the
answer strongly depends on the systematic errors inherent to each technique. Thus we like
to discuss in this section some systematic effects that can be corrected for and may lead to
a self-consistent answer independent of the applied technique.
First of all, the most crucial part is the definition of a time structure. An arbitrary
time segment of HXR flux may consist of a hierarchy of structures that can have different
time delays at the same time. Depending how good a filter technique can separate
the different hierarchical time structures, the time delay of each component can be
retrieved independently, although they may occur simultaneously. For instance, while
time-of-flight differences of injected electrons may cause a positive delay for the HXR
emission of low-energy electrons, there may be at the same time HXR emission produced
by precipitating electrons that leak out of a trap, which probably exhibit a negative delay
(for !ow-ener_gy - electr0ns),obe_cause _their_co___llisional time scale is increasing wi_th energy: . :
These tw o effects can only_be disentangled if they have_ d!ff_erent character!stic time scales.
The measured time delay depends then strongly on the selected time scale. In our study
we focused on fast time structures mostly on subsecond time scale, which are more likely
to be associated with electron beam injections than with emission from trapped particles.
The structure detection algorithm allowed us to select a specific range of time scales and
to perform the time delay measurements for those pulses independently from other delays
present in the same data (at other time scales). This cannot be achieved if the whole
(unfiltered) HXR time profile is cross-correlated (between two energy bands). In the latter
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case,the resulting delay would be dominated from thosetime structures which contain the
largest fluxes.
Another systematic bias in time delay measurementsvia cross-correlationtechniques
is the subtraction of a background. An additive constant in the background should not
affect the peak time of the cross-correlationcoefficient (from which we measurethe time
delay). However, a backgroundwith someslopeshifts the centroid of a structure. If a
linear background is added with the sameslopeto two structures (at different energies),
the centroid is shifted by the sameamount in both structures, and the peak time of the
cross-correlationremains invariant, becauseit is only sensitiveto the relative position of the
centroids. However, the slopeof the backgroundflux of HXR pulsesat 25 keV and 50 keV
is generally not identical, but is rather expected to be proportional to the flux ratio of the
two channels, given the overall proportionality that generally occurs between the two energy
channels (see Fig. 5). A scheme for correcting this systematic bias is sketched in Fig.10. If
the overall flux ratio between the 50 keV and 25 keV flux is q, a cross-correlation of the total
flux C2s with an identical pulse qC25 scaled to the flux of the second channel would already
introduce an artificial delay rco_ because of the different slopes, although the pulses are
simultaneous. The correct delay r between the 25 keV and 50 keV pulse can be measured
from cross-correlating ctC25 with Cs0, because they have an identical slope, regardless what
the level of the true background flux is. This is illustrated for 3 cases in Fig.10, where
the true background level amounts to 100%, to 80%, or 0% of the lower envelope to the
pulse. The cross-correlation between qC2s and Cso yields an invariant measdre of the delay,
independent of the estimated background, while the direct correlation of C2s with Cso, lets
call it r_,o, yields an erroneous result if the background slopes are not identical. Because
the difference in the background slope is the same for the two correlations C2s x qC2s and
C_s x Cs0, the corrected value of the energy delay r can be derived from their difference, i.e.
r = r,_,., - r_o,,. (3)
An empirical proof for the correctness of this model is given in Table 1, where Eq.3
was applied, leading to an invariant, corrected value of _ 19 ms for the energy delay,
regardless whether the unprocessed raw data were used (Fig. 9 right hand side), or if a
linear background was subtracted (Fig. 9 left hand side). The only assumption made in
this correction procedure is that the (unknown) background has a slope ratio proportional
to the flux ratio of the two energy channels.
4.3. Time-of-flight effects
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The finding of a significant, positive time delayof HXR pulsesat low energies(25-50
keV) with respect to higher energies (50-100 keV) can be interpreted in terms of a
propagation time difference, assuming that the HXR-emitting electrons in both energy
bands have about the same propagation path. We are not aware of other models that could
account for a positive time lag for low-energy electrons. Alternative models that deal with
energy-dependent time delays are the trap-plus-precipitation model (.Melrose & Brown
1976), or the second-step acceleration model (Bai & Ramaty 1979). But because both of
them predict an opposite sign in the energy-dependent delay, we do not consider them
further.
We consider a simple flare scenario in which electrons of all energies are injected
simultaneously in a coronal height ho and precipitate along the magnetic field lines of a
flare loop down to a chromospheric height hx where they produce HXR by thick-target
bremsstrahlung. If we assume the injection site to be placed near the top of a flare loop,
the time-of-flight difference _" between two electrons with different velocities t31 = vl/c and
,32= v2/c is
(ho- hx)( 1 _I)
r = 2 Z= (4)
with a being the pitch angle. To produce a HXR photon with energy E_, electrons with
a kinetic energy e in the range of 1 < e/E_ < 3 are required, based on the Bethe-Heitler
cross-section for bremsstrahlung, assuming a power-law spectrum with slope 3' _ 3 for the
injection spectrum (Kosugi, Dennis & Kai 1988). Thus, we estimate the kinetic energy ¢
of the electrons that produce HXR photons with energies E > E_ by the approximation
e_ _ 2E_. We obtain the speed _ from the relativistic relation E_,_ = rn,c_('7 - 1) (with "7
the Lorentz factor), i.e.
)-=. (5)
2Ei
Z,(E,) = 1- (1 + 51_ -f-,Y
Averaging a typical photon spectrum (with slope E -4) over the BATSE detector response
function, the representative photon energy is E1 = 40 keV in the 25-50 keV channel,
and E2 = 77 keV in the 50-100 keV channel. The relevant electron speeds are/_1(E1=40
keV)=0.50 and 3=(E2=77 keV)=0.64, yielding a factor of (1/_ - 1/_) = 0.44 in Eq. 4.
This factor, which depends on the assumed slope 7 of the electron injection spectrum,
would change by +17% if the ratio e/E is changed by 4-50%. Assuming a pitch angle of
a = 0, the height difference H = (ho - hx) inferred from the measured average energy delay
of 7" = 19.4 ms is then H = 8400 km, according to Eq.4. This is a plausible height for flare
loops.
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4.4. Altitude range of electron injection
From the previous section we inferred the average height of the electron injection site
to H = 8400 km above the chromospheric thick-target site hx. The measured distribution
of energy time delays is strongly broadened by data noise and methodical uncertainties. In
order to estimate the true width a_ of the distribution of time delays, we have to deconvolve
the measured distribution (with a width of o-ro_,) with the point spread function of the
measurement noise (with a width o-,_o_,_). If we assume gaussians for all three distributions,
the width of the deconvolved time delay distribution is roughly
2 2 2
o-r _ °'raw -- O'noise (6)
\X,re estimate the width of the measurement noise from Test 2, which is o-,o_,, = 34.4
ms (see Fig.3, background-subtracted HXR pulses with .V_ > 10). Comparing with
the measured width of o-to,,, = 50.6 ms for the corresponding sample of real data (see
Fig. 7), we infer a width of o-, = _/50.6 _ - 34.4 _ = 37.1 ms for the deconvolved time delay
distribution. Translating this value (r 4- o'_. = 19.4 4- 37.1 ms) into an altitude range, we
obtain H 4- o-H = 6300 4- 16,000 km. This corresponds to an average footpoint separation
of L = 2H = 24"' 4- 46", which is a characteristic size of flare loops, as observed in HXR
double footpoint sources with Yofikoh/HXT (Sakao 1994).
4.5. Implications for thick-target flare models
The finding of a systematic energy-delay for low-energy electrons is an expected result
]n the thick-target model (Emslie 1983). However, because the effect is relatively small,
requiring large statistics and a high signal-to-noise ratio to reduce systematic errors, it could
not be reliably determined before the advent of BATSE/CGRO data. The measured effect
(of _ 19 ms) is still below the resolution (of 64 ms) of this dataset, and amounts to only 3%
of the typical HXR. pulse width (of 650 ms). The establishment of a significant time delay
between 25 keV and 50 keV HXR-emitting electrons, which matches the value expected for
a time-of-flight difference of simultaneously injected electrons, can be considered as the first
direct kinematic proof of the thick-target model.
The smallness of the inferred propagation delay has an important implication on
the expected temporal variation of the spectral slope of the HXR spectrum. If electron
injection pulses with a duration of < 20 ms would occur, a hard-to-soft evolution would
be expected due to the tlme-of-flight differences. However, for any pulse with a duration
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>_.20 ms, the velocity dispersiondue to time-of-flight differencesis convolvedwith the
electron injection profile, and the observedspectral variation reflects only the variation of
the electron injection spectrum. It is thereforenot surprising, that no short-term spectral
changeshavebeenobservedduring subsecondpulses(Machadoet al. 1993a;1993b),except
for extremely short HXR pulses,e.g. for a 200-msspike (Kiplinger et al. 1984).
Another consequenceof the inferred time-of-flight distancesis a constraint for an upper
limit of the electron density in flare loops. If the electron time-of-flight would be shorter
than the collision time, they would be stopped before they reach the chromosphere and
HXR emission from the lower-energy electrons (which are stopped first) would preceed the
thick-target HXR emission from the higher-energy electrons, which is not consistent with
our finding. The upper limit of the electron density can be found from the electron collision
time, assuming an optically thin plasma for HXR, i.e.
r'[ v]3/2 (7)
n_[cm-3]-< 2.91.10 -6 re[s] InA "
For T, > 50 keV electrons (that produce > 25 keV HXR emission) and a collision time
larger than the inferred time-of-flight (re > r = 19 ms), with a Coulomb logarithm of
lnA _ 25, we find an upper limit of n, < 8.1012 cm -3. This upper limit is consistent with
typical flare densities, which are found from a few times 10 l° cm -3 to several times 1012
cm -3 (Doschek 1990).
5. 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
.
.
.
We analyzed time structures on time scales of 0.3-3.0 s in 640 solar flares, using
high-time resolution (64 ms) data from the burst trigger mode (DISCSC) of
BATSE/CGRO. With an automated structure detection algorithm we identified 5430
HXR pulses with a significance of > 5cr in both the 25-50 keV and the 50-100 keV
energy channel.
The HXR pulses were found to have an almost identical duration (w) at 25 keV and
50 keV, and they have a continuous distribution in the analyzed range of 0.3-3.0 s
that can be described with an exponential distribution N(w) oc ezp(-w/O.4s). The
constancy of the pulse duration at different energies indicates that the pulse duration
is determined by the electron injection function rather than by transport effects.
The peak flux F of the HXR pulses can be described with a power-law distribution
of N(Fso) oc F_ ls at 50 keV. This size distribution of HXR flare substructures is
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,
,
.
basically identical with the size distribution of HXR flares (Crosby, Aschwanden &
Dennis 1993). The pulse fluxes in the two energy ranges are strongly correlated, i.e.
F25''2.
The number of pulses Np per flare can be roughly characterized by
,V(.\rp) x ezp(-Np/15), in the range of Np < SO. This distribution is
similar to the distribution found for the number of radio type III bursts per flare.
i.e..V(.VHI) _ ezp(-.Viii/lO.5), in the range of Np < 60 (Aschwanden, Benz, &
Montello, 1994).
The HXR pulses were found to show a significant, positive delay r between the 25-50
keV and 50-100 keV energy range. This delay has an average of 19.4 + 1.3 ms, after it
was corrected for a systematic bias in the subtraction of the background slope. The
standard deviation is estimated to or,.._ 37 ms, after deconvolution of broadening
effects by data noise and methodical uncertainties. We found that cross-correlation
delay measurements are subject to systematic errors due to the slope of the estimated
background, which can be self-consistently corrected if the background slope is
proportional to the flux ratio of the two energy channels.
We interpret this energy delay in terms of electron time-of-flight differences. Assuming
particle acceleration and injection near the top of flare loops, and HXR emission
near the chromosphere, we infer a height distribution (with a mean and standard
deviation) of H + o'H = 6300 + 16,000 km for flare loops. The observational evidence
of a systematic time delay of the low energy electrons, that matches the expected
electron time-of-flight difference in a typical flare loop, can be considered as the first
kinematic proof of the thick-target model.
The smallness of the electron time-of-flight differences, which corresponds to a fraction
of _ 3% of the average HXR pulse width, produces no (hard-soft) variations of the
spectral slope, unless the injection pulse is as short as _ 20 ms. No rapidly-varying
spectral variations are therefore expected during most of the flares.
Comparing the electron collision time with the inferred times-of-flight we infer an
upper limit of ne < 8" 10 a2 cm -3 for electron densities in flare loops. This is consistent
with upper limits found from soft X-ray flare observations (with n, .5.< a few times 10 _"
cm -3 (Doschek 1990).
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Measured delay Systematic error Corrected delay
[ms] [ms] [ms]
Raw data 37.5±2.0 17.8±1.2 19.74-2.3
Background-subtracted 26.4-}-1.5 7.4±0.2 19.0±1.5
Average 19.4:kl.3
Table 1: Correction of energy-delay measurements (for HXR. pulses with N. > 10)
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Figure 1 • (Aschwanden, Schwartz, & Air, 1994)
Fig. 1._ Parameter definition of a HXR pulse: A pulse structure is defined by a local
maximum (with peak at time tp) and two adjacent minima (valleys at times tl and t2) of the
(FFT-filtered) count rate (smooth curve). The raw data (histogrammed) are binned with
the original time resolution of 64 ms. A local background B(t) of the structure is defined
by linear interpolation between the valleys Bl = B(tl) and B2 - B(t_). The peak count
rate Cp = Cp(tp) and background BP = B(_p) are measured at the peak time tp. The
(equivalent) width w of the structure (marked with a double arrow) is determined from the
integrated counts C(t) - B(t) (above the linear background) divided by the peak count rate
Cp - Bp (see Eq.1).
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Figure 2 : (Aschwanden, Schwartz, & AIt, 1 g94)
Fig. 2.-- Example of an analyzed flare (91/6/15) using BATSE/DISCSC data with 64
ms time resolution. The count rate of the two lower energy channels 25-50 KeV and
50-100 keV are shown in the upper frame, together with the overlayed lowpass-filtered
time profiles (smooth curves) used for structure detection. The numbers #0-20 refer to
structures identified with a 50"- significance in both channels. The first 5 structures #0-4
are shown in detail in the middle row, with the filtered count rate and linearly interpolated
background indicated. The equivalent widths w and significance levels No of these structures
are indicated for both energy channels inside the panels in the middle row (left for 25 keV,
right for 50 keV). The cross-correlation of the count rates of the two energies is shown in
the bottom row, for the raw data (histogrammed), and after subtraction of the linearly
interpolated background (dashed). The time delay is determined from the maximum of
t}le (smoothed) cross-correlation coefficient, using a second-order interpolation near the
maximum. The numeric values of the delay r and the maximum cross-correlation coefficient
(CCC) are also indicated in the bottom panels (for the raw data on the left side, and for the
background-subtracted data on the right side). Note that all 5 structures show a positive
delay r = t(25/:eV) - t(50keV), regardless of the background-subtraction method.
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Figure 3 : (Aschwanden, Schwartz & Air 1994)
Fig. 3.-- Test runs of time delay measurements with real flare data in the 25 keV energy
channel and (undelayed) artificial data in the 50 keV energy channel. The artificial data
are noise-free in Test 1 (left hand side), and contain Poission noise statistics in Test 2 (right
hand side). The top panels represent pulse cross-correlations using the raw data, while
in the lower panels a background subtraction is applied. Statistics are tabulated for two
significance thresholds (,¥, > 5, 10), including the size of the sample (N), the statistical
mean (r) with uncertainty, and the standard deviation o',. of the distribution of time delays.
The distributions for .\_ > l0 are hatched. The dashed lines indicate multiples of the time
resolution (of 64 ms). The time bins are 10 ms.
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Figure 4 : Aschwanden, Schwartz & Air (1994)
Fig. 4._ Time scales (FWHM) of hard X-ray pulses in the range of 0.3-3.0 s, in the 25-50
keV range (bottom left), and in the 50-t00 keV range (top left). The cutoff of detected time
scales at < 0.3 s is caused by the Fourier (FFT) filter of the time series. A scatterplot of the
FWHM's w between the two energy channels is shown as scatterplot (right hand side). The
time scales Jn the two energy ranges are roughly equal.
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Figure 5 : Aschwanden, Schwartz & Air (1994)
Fig. 5.-- Distributions and scatterplot of HXR fluxes (in counts/s) at 25-50 keV and 50-
100 keV. The background-subtracted pulse fluxes are denoted with F, while the total fluxes
(including the background flux) are denoted with C.
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Figure 6 : Aschwanden, Schwartz & Aft (1994)
Fig. 6._ Distribution of the number of detected (> 5a) HXR structures per flare.
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Figure 7 : (Aschwanden, Schwartz & Air 1994)
Fig. 7.-- Distribution of measured time delays r = t(25keV) - ¢(50keV), without
background subtraction (top) and using a background subtraction method (bottom). The
white histogram includes the statistics of (> 5a) structures, while the hatched histogram
includes the (> 10o') structures.
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Figure 8 "(Aschwanden, Schwartz & Air 1994)
Fig. 8.-- Scatterplots and linear regression fits of time delay _" versus the following 4 pulse
parameters: the significance (N_,), the pulse width (w), the pulse flux (_F_v), and the total
flux (C_=v) at the peal( time of the pulse. _ote that the time delay 7" was used as dependent
parameter in the linear regression fits, which has a slope almost orthogonal to the cutoffs
produced by the 5_r-significance threshold.
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Figure 9 : Aschwanden, Schwartz &Att (1994)
Fig. 9.-- Time delay of HXR. pulses at 25-50 keV with respect to 50-100 keV in 181 flares
observed with BATSE/CGRO that have Np >_ l0 significant (N, > 5) pulses. The mean,
error of the mean (thick error bars), and the standard deviation (thin error bars) are indicated
for the delays averaged per flare, and sorted with increasing order of the mean. The dashed
lines indicate multiples of the time resolution (64 ms). Note that most of the flares have a
significant, positive delay, while almost none have a significant negative delay.
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Figure 10 : (Aschwanden, Schwartz, & Aft, 1994)
Fig. 10.-- Scheme of background-slope correction in cross-correlation de}ay measurments,
illustrated for 3 cases with 100% (full), 80% (partial), and 0% (no) background subtraction
(see text in §4.2).
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